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Join us at our next in-person ShowStoppers event

Learn More
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Car IQ
With Car IQ Pay, cars are able to pay autonomously in just three easy
steps.
1. The driver inputs the pump number when they enter a participating
gas station
2. Car IQ unlocks the pump and the driver fuels the car
3. The driver drives away
Car IQ Pay was designed to serve the broad needs of vehicles including
fleet managers, automotive OEMs, car-sharing services, ride-sharing
platforms, and commercial fleets.

Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

FinTech, Smart Cities and Resilience, Vehicle Tech

NOWATCH
NOWATCH: world’s first ‘Awareable’ that measures stress 24/7 through
skin conductance.
Fitness and Wearables, Mobile Hardware and Accessories, Startups,
Sports Technology, Sustainability, Wellness Technologies, Digital Health
Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Deep Optics
Deep Optics unveiled 32ºN adaptive focus sunglasses. Powered by Deep
Optics patented liquid crystal technology, 32ºN sunglasses can switch
from sunglasses to reading glasses in a swipe. 32ºN were designed for
people suffering from Presbyopia, the gradual loss of the eye’s ability to
focus on nearby objects, usually appearing above the age of 40. 32ºN is
a dynamic and adjustable solution that enables a better life quality
powered by cutting-edge technology - glasses that adapt to the user.
Accessories, Digital Health, Fitness and Wearables, High-Tech
Retailing/E-Commerce, Startups

Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Delfast
With unrivaled power and range (up to 200 miles on a single charge), this
smart eBike provides on-demand analytics and anywhere mobility to
empower movement with record-setting performance. Delfast’s onboard
computer and mobile app unite to deliver ultimate intelligence in the new
Top 3.0 2022 model.

Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Elitone
1 in 3 women suffer from pelvic floor disorders. Unlike invasive internal
treatment options, ELITONE provides an easy, effective and EXTERNAL
alternative to prevent embarrassing leaks. Elidah, a femtech startup,
unveiled ELITONE, the first non-invasive pelvic floor exerciser, at CES
2022. The FDA-cleared, CE-marked wearable device does Kegel
exercises for you, longer and stronger than you can on your own, all
discreetly while dressed and doing whatever you need to do, making
treatment EASY.
Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Digital Health, Startups, Wellness Technologies

META Materials
META Materials Inc. (META) is a developer of high-performance
functional material and intelligent surfaces that are scalable, sustainable
and efficient. We will be showing our 5G / 6G reflectors and antenna to
enhance indoor and outdoor coverage, EMI Shielding, de-icing and defogging applications for automotive, large area transparent antennas,
ARFusion technology for Augmented reality and our medical sensing
technology. Learn how metamaterials will transform smart cities and
transportation.
5G Technologies, AR/VR/XR, Smart Cities and Resilience, Sustainability,
Wellness Technologies
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